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Session II 
GPS receiver baseband processes 

 Baseband signal processes block diagram 
 Predetection integration: dealing with GPS data 

transition boundaries 
 Carrier aiding of code loop: scale factors for 

carrier aided code 
 External aiding: where and how it is injected in 

each tracking loop 
 Digital frequency synthesizer block diagram and 

output waveforms 
 Digital frequency synthesizer design 



Baseband signal processes 
block diagram 
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Digital receiver channel block 
diagram – predetection integration 





Predetection integration 

 Signal integration and dump after carrier and code 
stripping but prior to signal discriminators 

 Can accumulate large numbers with only one to 
three bits A/D quantization 

 Code/carrier wipe-off processes at digital IF sample 
rates: - 5 MHz for C/A-code and - 50 MHz for P(Y)-
code 

 Integrate and dump output rates: 50 to 200 Hz 
  These rates well within the interrupt servicing rate of 

microprocessors 





Phase alignment of predetection integrate  
ad dump intervals with SV 
data transition boundaries 



Digital receiver channel block diagram – 
receiver processor code/carrier loops   



Carrier aiding of code loop: scale 
factors for carrier aided loop 





Carrier aiding of code loop 

 Note in previous block diagram that unbiased 
carrier Doppler is scaled and added to 
unbiased code Doppler  
  Scale adjusts Doppler effect on carrier frequency for 

code aiding as follows: 
     

  where:  Rc = code chipping rate (chips/s) 
    fL = L-band carrier (Hz)    





Scale factors for carrier aided 
code 



Carrier aiding of code loop: external 
aiding 





External aiding: where and how it 
is injected in each tracking loop 

 Inertial measurement unit (IMU) - tightly coupled 
  Convert into line-of-sight velocity aiding with respect to 

the SV 
  Compute lever arm effects between IMU navigation 

center and receiver antenna phase center 
  Minimize latency or provide delay compensation in 

carrier tracking loop 

 Open carrier loop aiding (code loop aiding) 
  Requires less precise IMU velocity aiding 
  No delta range measurements or SV data available 

  Use only as short term weak signal hold-on strategy 



Digital frequency synthesizer block 
diagram and output waveforms 
 Numerically controlled oscillator (NCO) 
 Digital frequency synthesizer block 

diagram 
 Digital frequency synthesizer output 

waveforms 
 Digital frequency synthesizer phase 

diagram 
 Mapping NCO output to COS and SIN 

outputs 



Numerically controlled 
oscillator (NCO) 
 NCO is simply an accumulator (increment counter) 
 Receiver processor sends commands to NCO 

(usually at 50 - 100 Hz rate) 
  Based on microprocessor’s estimate of phase/frequency 

tracking errors 
  Initialized with phase state 
  Controlled with phase-rate (phase increment per clock) 

 NCO increments phase estimate by: phase + 
phase-rate × elapsed time 

 For carrier wipe-off, NCO produces cosine and sine 
of phase estimate using lookup table 



Digital receiver channel – carrier 
frequency synthesizer and code NCO 





Digital frequency synthesizer 
block diagram 

N = Length of holding 
register 
2N = Count length 
fSM/2N = Output frequency 
fS/2N = Frequency resolution 





Digital frequency synthesizer 
output waveforms 



eMAX = 2π/K 

e = eMAXcosΦ(t) 
where cosΦ(t) is the phase angle. 



Digital frequency synthesizer 
design 

 Design example: J=3 bits  
  Where J = receiver A/D converter amplitude 

quantization (more bits if ADC is non-linear) 
  2J = K values (of sin and cos) are computed usually 

by table look-up (only ¼ cycle plus quadrant needed) 
  Rate at which phase plane is traversed determines 

frequency (see chart below)  
  Upper bound amplitude error: eMAX = 2π/K 
  Approximate amplitude error: e = eMAXcos Φ(t) 

  Where Φ(t) is the actual phase angle. 



Digital frequency synthesizer 
phase diagram 





Mapping NCO output to COS 
and SIN outputs 



Digital frequency synthesizer 
output waveforms for J=3 bits 
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